RE-ADVERTISED

SAM NUJOMA CAMPUS

Professional Development
The Sam Nujoma Marine and Coastal Resources
Research Centre (SANUMARC) is an Operating Unit
of the United Nations University Institute for Natural
Reseources in Africa (UNU-INRA) invites suitably
qualified candidates to apply for the following
Scholarship opportunities that will commence in April
2022. SANUMARC is running a project called JUST
Transition, evaluating the transition from high carbon
fuels to low or zero carbon fuels, as we race towards
the greening of the Namibian economy.

ROLE OF POSTDOC
CONCEPTUAL FRAMING
11.
A thorough review of the literature and theories
on political economy and intersectionality can be
adopted by the project to unpack various forms of
risks, responsibilities, inequities for diverse groups,
and power relations embedded in the just transition
discourse.
2. Contribute to the conceptual framework and
theory of change to bring contextual nuances.
3. Assess the receptibility of government on innovative
ideas around greening (Are the NDCs pledging any
support to greening? )
EMPIRICAL RESEARCH
1. Development of questionnaires/interview guide
2. Expert interviews
3. Institutional analysis
PUBLICATIONS

governance strategies to enhance just energy
transitions within the informal sector and address
ways to de-risk investment opportunities.
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
PhD in Energy, Social Science, Agricultural economist
ROLE OF MASTERS
1. Contribute business ideas/knowledge on
ground to feed into the conceptual work

the

2. Literature review
3. Market survey and ground field data collection
4. Contribute to knowledge products (Policy briefs, a
compendium of best practices)
MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
(Preferably MBA students in the 2nd Year of studies).
Bachelors of Business Administration,
economics, or renewable energy.

or

energy

SUBMISSION AND ENQUIRIES
Applicants should submit a detailed CV, a copy of
academic record and covering letter summarizing the
reason for applying, and motivating why you are well
suited to the project you are applying for. Those who
applied already should not apply again. Application
(Electronic only) must be sent to
Ms Elizabeth Uahindua,
Email: euahindua@unam.na | Tel. no: 064 502 600

1. Develop a catalogue of best practices for just
energy transition in the informal sector.

Shortlisted candidates could be required to avail
themselves for an interview. Only short-listed candidates
will be contacted

2. Publish evidence-based policy briefs, op-eds and

Closing Date: Thursday 07 April 2022

